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This line exists for symmetry



Games = Interaction



Books can tell you something...

Movies can show you something...

Poems can make you feel something...

Games can make you do something...





Keep playing



Stop & Introspect







Our game
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Goal

We wanted to make a game that helps players understand how 
(and why) media is manipulated, and question their own biases. 
Spoiler: it’s a lot more complicated than “evil journalists”





History is written by the victors
The present is written by the media



What are you willing to do to get what you want?
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Real World Impact
● Used to a class on media Literacy at Pacific 

Buddhist Academy in Hawaii (and others)
● Mentioned in GeekWire, LA Times and in Philip 

DeFranco show
● Case study for a talk organized by IGDA, 

Foundry10, Seattle Ed Tech and Seattle Indies
● Has 95% positive Steam user ratings
● Silver Award at Serious Play Conference, Best 

Indie Game of Tokyo Game Show, IndieCade 
Nominee, IndieMegabooth at PAX Official 
Selection twice

● Made affordable in the Philippines and Brazil, 
which struggled with media issues

● Featured at the Australian Centre for the Moving 
Image
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Development



Design Pillars and Constraints

● Important and Relevant Issues

● No Agenda 

● Fictional Setting as Buffer

● Humanizing the Issues (Through Believable and Relatable Character)

● No Good or Bad Outcomes, Only Trade Offs

● Replayability 

● Teaching by Doing (Systems Literacy in Media)

● Put a Game in Your Game



Important and Relevant 
Issues
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But why?

Makes the game timely and allows players to draw connections to things they 

care about







Nationalism

Globalization

Big Pharma
Immigration

Drug prices

The caravan

Substance 
abuse

Genetic 
engineering

Police 
brutality

Trade wars

Health 
innovation

Surveillance

Conspiracy 
theories

Globalization 
and Nationalism

Healthcare

Recreational 
Substances / 

Opioids

Closed vs. open borders

War vs. Diplomacy

Public vs. Private

Regulation vs. Free Market

Hype vs. Criticism

Addiction

Police Surveillance vs. Freedom



Make it believable





Examples



Design Pillars and Constraints

● Important and Relevant Issues

● No Agenda 

● Fictional Setting as Buffer

● Humanizing the Issues (Through Believable and Relatable Character)

● No Good or Bad Outcomes, Only Trade Offs

● Replayability 

● Teaching by Doing (Systems Literacy in Media)

● Put a Game in Your Game



No Agenda
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But why?

If we want to teach players about media manipulation, we don’t want to push 

them away by seeming like we’re pushing an agenda they disagree with 

(especially bad with how polarized many of the issues are)

Lure players into feeling like they’re following their beliefs, and then show them 

the unintended consequences and far-reaching implications





Justin Sullivan/Getty

Chicago Tribune
Women of the 1920's | Sutori





Example: Nationalized Healthcare

● What are the arguments FOR it?
● What are the arguments AGAINST it?
● Not, that what YOU think - what people who stand for that side actually 

think.
● Can you find other news sources or scientific journals defending either 

position? 
● Makes it believable and genuine
● Show these effects directly:

○ I.e. your brother gets access to therapy, refers to actual CBT 
○ I.e. your coworker is stuck waiting at the hospital, doesn’t get 

treatment in time





Design Pillars and Constraints

● Important and Relevant Issues

● No Agenda 

● Fictional Setting as Buffer

● Humanizing the Issues (Through Believable and Relatable Character)

● No Good or Bad Outcomes, Only Trade Offs

● Replayability 

● Teaching by Doing (Systems Literacy in Media)

● Put a Game in Your Game



Fictional Setting
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Acts as a “buffer” between the real world and the game and lets players lose 

themselves in the game world and buy into the fantasy of being a media mogul. 

If we based it on real world examples, we might get more media coverage, but 

we would likely alienate a lot of the people who we wanted to educate about 

these issues

But why?







Even so, some players still said “too soon” or “I don’t want 

to  think about that when I play games”



Design Pillars and Constraints

● Important and Relevant Issues

● No Agenda 

● Fictional Setting as Buffer

● Humanizing the Issues (Through Believable and Relatable Character)

● No Good or Bad Outcomes, Only Trade Offs

● Replayability 

● Teaching by Doing (Systems Literacy in Media)

● Put a Game in Your Game



Humanize the Issues
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It’s not effective if a game simply tells you moral lessons…

...it’s better if a character you care about tells you about them…

...and even better if it happens to them. 

But why?



“I’m going to publish this 
because I have to feed my dog.”













Design Pillars and Constraints

● Important and Relevant Issues

● No Agenda 

● Fictional Setting as Buffer

● Humanizing the Issues (Through Believable and Relatable Character)

● No Good or Bad Outcomes, Only Trade Offs

● Replayability 

● Teaching by Doing (Systems Literacy in Media)

● Put a Game in Your Game



No Good or Bad Outcomes
Only Trade Offs
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We don’t want the player to feel the game has a clear win or lose conditions. It’s 

NOT about what’s “right” or “wrong.” That’s for you to figure out!

Follow your biases and see the consequences...

But why?



Career vs. Family vs. Society
You can only choose 2



For every action, there’s an equal and 
opposite reaction.
Aka “No good deed goes unpunished”

Player Choice



Globalization

Healthcare

Substances



You CAN get what you want, but how far will you go to get it? What are you 

willing to sacrifice in the process? What effects might this have that you haven’t 

considered? 



Psychologically, we perceive negative effects more strongly than positive ones. 

We actually had to re-balance and re-write parts of the story, as initially players 

were overwhelmed by the negative consequences and disregarded the fact they 

actually achieved their goals. There’s a difference between feeling “you can’t 

win” and “you always loose.” 

Word of caution



Design Pillars and Constraints

● Important and Relevant Issues

● No Agenda 

● Fictional Setting as Buffer

● Humanizing the Issues (Through Believable and Relatable Character)

● No Good or Bad Outcomes, Only Trade Offs

● Replayability 

● Teaching by Doing (Systems Literacy in Media)

● Put a Game in Your Game



Replayability
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The full message can be seen by playing the game multiple times and seeing 

different sides of the story. It also helps reinforce that your choices were truly 

meaningful. 

But why?



● Deliberately short

● Multiple parallel branches (each character 

has 3-5 different endings)

● New content on subsequent playthrough, a little 4th wall breaking 

● Get “insider knowledge” that can help you on subsequent playthroughs (i.e. 

Justin imprisonment)

● Kill your NPCs

● “Share your Ending” feature







Over half of the players who beat the game once, played and beat it again.

7% beat it 5 times.

28% shared their ending.

85% of players adopted the doggo. 

Some stats



Design Pillars and Constraints

● Important and Relevant Issues

● No Agenda 

● Fictional Setting as Buffer

● Humanizing the Issues (Through Believable and Relatable Character)

● No Good or Bad Outcomes, Only Trade Offs

● Replayability 

● Teaching by Doing (Systems Literacy in Media)

● Put a Game in Your Game



Teach by Doing
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Being a “creator” is more impactful than being a “recipient” 

If we want the players to understand media manipulation, we have to make 

them manipulate some media!

But why?



Statistical manipulation 



Profiling



Repetition / Lies of Omission



Scapegoating



Packaging / Bundling / Hidden Agendas



Government / Financial Pressure



Design Pillars and Constraints

● Important and Relevant Issues

● No Agenda 

● Fictional Setting as Buffer

● Humanizing the Issues (Through Believable and Relatable Character)

● No Good or Bad Outcomes, Only Trade Offs

● Replayability 

● Teaching by Doing (Systems Literacy in Media)

● Put a Game in Your Game



Put a Game in Your Game
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At the end of the day, it’s still a game and has to be engaging (or interesting)

We want players to stop and think, but also to go back to playing after!

Something that is still often missing from purely social impact or educational 

games

But why?



Attractive art style and compelling story



Effects are accelerated and exaggerated 



Little nuggets of joy



Law of Unintended Consequences



Things that didn’t work out...
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The Spouse You Hate



Influence Indicators



Randomization



It’s hard to keep up with reality...





In Sum...
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● Games can be a powerful medium of sharing ideas and organically 

broadening horizons.

● Simple balanced trade-offs can force players into difficult choices.

● Make players draw their own conclusions, don’t tell them.

● Let your players fall on their biases and do horrible things.



“Oh my god… what have I done?”



Stop and Introspect



● Amazon Warehouse Working conditions [sorry, taken!]

● Deforestation/Pollution (short-term profit vs. long-term effect)

● Automation effect on jobs

● Healthcare costs

● Anti-government protests/riots 

● Trade wars

● Stock market bubbles and crashes

● Online Privacy and tracking

● Propagation of (mis)information on social networks (working on this!)

● Addictiveness of games

● Addictiveness of social media

● Online harassment/trolling/doxxing

This model could be applied to many other topics...



Such talk. Very slides. So educated.



Let’s talk social impact games - Connect with me!

Jakub Kasztalski 
Founder & Creative Director
Unbound Creations LLC

@UnboundCreation or @Koobazaur
Discord: https://discord.gg/Zz3eD5Q

Studio Page: www.UnboundCreations.com
Blog: www.koobazaur.com

Photo by @QuetzalliAle



Credits

● Boy playing wii game - https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Boy_playing_wii_game.jpg
● Gary’s Video Game Engagement Session - 

http://www.photobombpodcast.com/garys-video-game-engagement-session/
● Flow Chart - https://thinking.philosophie.is/engineering-the-flow-state-6b2317c0be07
● What’s shaping the future of mobile gaming? - 

http://www.theleader.info/2018/02/02/whats-shaping-future-mobile-gaming/
● Snowstorm painting: A Very Gallant Gentleman (John Charles Dollman)
● Jan Matejko-Astronomer Copernicus-Conversation with God
● Ship with Squid - Martin Davey Illustration
● Victorian Social - Molieres LAvare
● Balance Painting by Ellen Beauregard
●

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Boy_playing_wii_game.jpg
http://www.theleader.info/2018/02/02/whats-shaping-future-mobile-gaming/

